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1.  Methodological Challenges

2.  ready-Made tools:
 Issue crawler (hyperlink analysis)
 Google scraper (word Frequency)
 twitter archiver (co-word analysis
 Facebook. netvizz (social network analysis).

3. Group Excersie
 Gephi and Facebook

4.  research Design
 scraping 
 archiving
 data cleaning
 visualisation



how do we study “transactional data” or “digital traces”
 savage and Burrows 2007 ‘coming crisis of empirical’  
 
Quant vs Qual or Big versus small Data
 boyd and crawford 2011 ‘6 provocations for Big data’  
 Manovich 2011 ‘trending: Big data’

Web as “Cultural artefact” or “space of interaction”
 hine 2000 

DEBatEs

“[digital] traces seem to be ready mades, shared by quant and qual but they are 
representations constituted by the context, the users and last but not least, the 
researcher’s own activitites.” Beauleau 2005 p.183



QUalitatiVE MEthoDs

Virtual Methods (hine 2005)
 adjusting existing methods: 
 survey, interview, content analysis, network analysis.

Virtual Ethnography (hine 2000): 
 the internet as a site of culture
 Beauleau 2005 qualifying hyperlinks 
 tracing linkages  

But how do we delimit the study?
	 But	how	does	ethnography	“construct	the	field”
  “tribes” = “virtual communities”?
  “locales” = “websites”?
  does this make sense in web 2.0?
 

 

 



Digital Methods: 
 rogers 2009, 2013 forthcoming
 
“natively Digital Methods”
 not importing old methods, 
 repurpose “natively digital” methods: 
 search results, hyperlinks, wikipedia etc.

Follow the Medium
 the researcher doesn’t alter the data sets
	 Tools	are	“dumb”	:	accidents	become	findings
 
Challenges:
 limited to the medium or one medium at a time.
 only able to understand data in one sense at a time.

QUantitatiVE



“Mapping Web space” rogers 2012
 different logics for organising information of the web:
  hyperlinks - crawling
  spheres: Blogospehere, newssphere
  lists / directories
  search engines
 
What happens with Web 2.0?
 Increasingly broken up into mega sites Facebook, twitter, Youtube,  etc. 
 provide different entry points - no single organising principle.
 
 these logics of how the web do not supplant each other but overlap.

 

 
 

soCial MEDia



issUE CraWlEr

studying the hyperlink as measure 
of authority.

crawls outlinks of related pages to 
discover an “issue network”.
ranked using co-link (co-citation

who links to who?

Is Issue crawler web 1.0



issUE CraWlEr
issue Crawler - hyperlink network for Fukushima Disaster



GooGlE sCrapEr

repurposing Google search
detect partisanship through comparisons of 
what terms appear in which urls

Query the top results for a google search.

word frequency like classic media content 
analysis



GooGlE sCrapEr



tWittEr

twitter scraper by M hawksey
collects tweets based on a    
given search term in a Google doc.

produces a conversation map based 
on @ mentions



tWittEr



netvizz application

social network analysis
 nodes and edges
 Is social network analysis Formalist?

Concepts
 degree, In-degree out-degree
 
 Betweenness centrality
  
 clustering

FaCEBook

Method 2? Method 3?
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Title Lead-in

URLPublish Date 
(month only)

Last Modified 
Date

Category

Parsing metadata from the sites internal search.

sCrapinG

Dealing With apis
 negotiated access
 commercial Interests

automated scrapers
 dMI twitter
 twitter scraper
 netvizz
 Google scraper
 
Custom scrapes
 python
 “website parsing”
 
 scraperwiki

 Manual scrapes.

al Jazeera publish dates v Modify dates



arChiVinG

sites are stored differently

archival silences
every site is like an ecology 

 way Back Machine
httrack 
archive.is

what are you not saving?

Internet archive: archive.org



Data ClEaninG

Data Cleaning software
	 Excel,	Libre	Office
	 Google	Refine
 (for larger datasets)

 merge lists and spreadsheets
 detect duplicates
 add formating to data
	 find	subsets	of	the	data

Data Conversion
 convert between formats
 such as .txt to .csv

 table2net
 .csv tables to networks (.gdf)

Google	Refine
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